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ABSTRACT
There are many similarities between the Violin Concerto and Brahms’s Second
Symphony. Michael Musgrave notes this affinity in his book The Music of Brahms: “[N]o
two works stand as close in time and character as the Second Symphony and the Violin
Concerto, produced within a year in 1877 and 1878 respectively.”
The similarity of mood between the two works can be perceived at first listening,
but because of the masterly way in which Brahms treats the musical material, I thought it
necessary to examine both pieces in depth to uncover some specific musical features that
make this so. The results of my own observations are contained in the present document.
I explore Brahms’s state of mind at the time he wrote the Second Symphony and
the Violin Concerto explaining how this affects some of the musical choices in the two
pieces. The third movements in both works shift from 3/4 to 2/4 and vice versa. The 2/4
sections have a folk-like quality in the style hongrois that contrast with the lyrical quality
of the sections in 3/4. This common characteristic is examined. Finally, I study a
rhythmic motive and linked it to a harmonic feature common in the two works. A brief
history about the genesis of the Violin Concerto is included.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Violin Concerto by Brahms stands today as a great mountain in the literature
written for violin. It was premiered by Joseph Joachim in 1879, and though initially met
with criticism and some scorn, now represents an apex in the repertory. In contrast to the
virtuoso tradition of the 19th century, as exemplified by the concertos of Paganini, Ernst,
Vieuxtemps, and others, Brahms’s Violin Concerto emphasizes musical content over
virtuosic display. The Concerto was dedicated to Brahms’s friend Joachim who
acknowledged the originality of the idiomatic writing. “Brahms required very little help
in writing [it]. The first fragment he sent to Joachim [was] perfectly playable.” 1
Michael Musgrave notes the affinity between the Violin Concerto and the Second
Symphony by Brahms in his book The Music of Brahms: “[N]o two works stand as close
in time and character as the Second Symphony and the Violin Concerto, produced within
a year in 1877 and 1878 respectively.” 2 “Temperamentally, the Violin Concerto Op. 77
is in many respects a companion piece to the Second Symphony, with which it shares the
key of D and a first movement in 3/4 time built from triadically oriented themes that
furnish energetic development as well as gentle lyricism.” 3
The sharing of the key of D major, a first movement in 3/4 time, triadically
oriented themes, motivic resemblances, and the proximity in the dates of composition is

1

Boris Schwarz, “Joseph Joachim and the Genesis of Brahms’s Violin Concerto,” The Musical
Quaterly 69, no. 4 (1983): 513, 503-526.
2
Michael Musgrave, The Music of Brahms (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1985), 209.
3
George S. Bozarth, and Walter Frisch, “Johannes Brahms,” in The New Grove Dictionary of
Music and Musicians, ed. Stanley Sadie and John Tyrell, 2 ed., vol. 4, (London: Macmillan, 2001), 195.
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evidence that these pieces are closely related. Brahms chose the key of D major for the
Second Symphony and the Violin Concerto. I will show how his state of mind at the time
influenced his musical choices.
The third movements in both pieces shift from 3/4 to 2/4 and vice versa. The 2/4
sections have a folk-like quality in the style hongrois that contrast with the lyrical quality
of the sections in 3/4. This common characteristic will be examined.
While studying motivic and harmonic connections between the Second
Symphony and the Violin Concerto, I found a structural resemblance in the two works
linked to a particular rhythmic shape. These observations are presented and discussed in
the last portion of my analysis. A brief history about the genesis of the Violin Concerto is
included to inform the reader about the most important aspects surrounding the creation
of the Violin Concerto.
The similarities between the Second Symphony and the Violin Concerto
presented here could be the result of the proximity in the dates of composition of the two
pieces. The intention of this document is not to prove this fact beyond doubt. My
intention is that these comparisons serve as points of departure for further studies on this
topic.

9

II. HISTORY AND GENESIS OF BRAHMS’S VIOLIN CONCERTO

For a composer of the romantic era, Brahms’s insistence on classical forms was
reactionary. He systematically mastered genre after genre in an age where specialization
was favored. Few composers had the compositional flexibility of Brahms; an ability to
write both accessible music such as the Hungarian Dances or the Liebeslieder Walzer,
and complex music such as his Fourth Symphony. Brahms combined lyricism and
complex counterpoint, a compositional approach often difficult for listeners. For these
reasons, his style is difficult to categorize. That Brahms has been regarded as a
“conservative” composer is both simplistic and unfortunate.4
Brahms and Joachim were passionate advocates for accurate editions of great
music. In the article “Joachim’s Violin Playing and the Performance of Brahms’s String
Music,” Clive Brown writes:
Joachim and Brahms were drawn together in the 1850s by shared aesthetic views
and musical sympathies and, despite later tensions in their relationship, there can
be no doubt about Brahms’s constant respect and admiration for Joachim as a
great musician. Brahms would certainly have concurred with Joachim’s deeprooted abhorrence of the kind of disrespectful treatment of musical masterpieces
that was typical of many virtuoso performers, and would undoubtedly have shared
Joachim’s steadfast conviction that the performer’s primary duty was to
subordinate technical mastery to the faithful interpretation of the work of art. Both
musicians, too, were passionate believers in the necessity of publishing textually
accurate editions of great music. Shortly after the death of Joachim’s scholarly
colleague Philipp Spitta in 1894 Brahms wrote to Joachim about the loss to “your

4

The ideas in this paragraph were taken from Michael Musgrave, ed., The Cambridge Companion
to Brahms (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), Preface, xix.
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beautiful undertaking, to clean up our classic composers – from so much rubbish!
– for the schools.” 5
This quote illustrates the artistic affinity of both musicians. It can be particularly
appreciated in the short insert of the letter from Brahms to Joachim in which Brahms
comments on Joachim’s loss to “[his] beautiful undertaking.”
The Brahms-Joachim friendship began in 1853 in Hannover when Brahms was on
tour with the Hungarian violinist Eduard Reményi. “Joachim greeted his fellowHungarian violinist with reserve (Reményi was somewhat a musical adventurer), but he
noticed the modest accompanist.” 6 Joachim was twenty-two years old, but was already
Royal Concertmaster, and very accustomed to success in the musical world. He invited
Brahms to return to Hanover and perform with him. “[T]he two musicians became
comrades-in-arms, sharing the same ideals and aspirations.” 7 The musical friendship of
Brahms and Joachim led to one of the great musical collaborations in Western European
music, the Violin Concerto Op. 77 written by Brahms in 1878. Schwarz considers this
collaboration an important one and comments: “[T]he most illuminating example of
collaboration between composer and performer is the Violin Concerto of Brahms, written
for and with Joseph Joachim. It was a culmination of twenty-five years of a musical
friendship.” 8
Brahms secretly began to compose the Violin Concerto and surprised Joachim
with the completed first movement in the middle of 1878. The Violin Concerto was
5

Clive Brown, “Joachim’s Violin Playing and the Performance of Brahms’s String Music” in
Performing Brahms: Early Evidence of Performance Style, ed. Michael Musgrave and Bernard D.
Sherman (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 49.
6
Schwarz, 504.
7
Ibid., 505.
8
Ibid., 504.
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Brahms’s first major orchestral work following the Second Symphony. It was written in
the country, away from Vienna near Lake Wörthersee in Pörtschach, where he had also
composed his Second Symphony. 9 Brahms was in close consultation with Joachim until
the Concerto’s premier at the Leipzig Gewandhaus on January 1, 1879. 10
Brahms sent Joachim the violin part of his Violin Concerto on August 22, 1878
with a letter requesting Joachim’s advice:
Naturally I wish to ask you to correct it. I thought you ought to have no
excuse…neither respect for its being too good music nor the pretext that the score
would not merit the effort. Now I shall be satisfied if you say a word and perhaps
write in several: difficult, awkward, impossible, etc. The composition has four
movements. I wrote the beginning of the last one so that the awkward figures
would be ruled out immediately. 11
Joachim was very impressed with the manuscript and wrote:
I have looked through what you sent me, and you will find here and there a
notation and correction…to be sure, one cannot enjoy it without a score. I can
make out the most of it; and some things appear to be quite violinistic…but
whether or not the work can be played with comfort in a warm concert hall is
difficult for me to ascertain until I have heard it as a whole. 12
The progress of the work can be traced through the Joachim-Brahms
correspondence begun on August 22, 1878. The manuscripts of the Concerto contain
many annotations and changes that are a product of their collaboration.13 “The published
Brahms-Joachim correspondence contains thirty-three letters and postcards relating to the

9

Reinhold Brinkmann, Late Idyll: The Second Symphony of Johannes Brahms (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1995), 19.
10
Schwarz, 503.
11
Benjamin Franklin Swalin, The Violin Concerto: A Study in German Romanticism (New York:
Da Capo, 1972), 127.
12
Ibid.
13
Johannes Brahms, Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, Op. 77 by Johannes Brahms: A Fascimile
of the Holograph Score. (Washington: Library of Congress, 1979).
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Concerto.” 14 Fifteen of these letters are dated before the first performance on January 1,
1879, and eighteen following the premier but before proofreading for publication;
nineteen are by Brahms and fourteen by Joachim. 15
Just prior to composing the Violin Concerto, Brahms completed the Second
Symphony (1877), composed in only four months. The Violin Concerto was written
relatively quickly the following year. Brinkmann finds it extraordinary that Brahms could
finish the large score in such a short time. 16 I disagree with Brinkmann on this point.
Joachim’s influence was crucial to the speed with which Brahms completed the
Violin Concerto. He suggested to Brahms an early premiere in Leipzig and persuaded
Brahms to work faster than was his custom. 17 At Joachim’s prompting, Brahms was able
to accomplish the objective, proving he could write quickly when either inspired or
compelled.
The Concerto was premiered in Leipzig on January 1, 1879. Joachim played the
solo and Brahms conducted the orchestra. 18 Following the premiere, Joachim played the
Concerto in Budapest, Vienna and London early that same year. 19 After the first
performances, Joachim and Brahms revised both the violin part and the orchestration in
preparation for the London tour in February 1879 and its subsequent publication.
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Schwarz, 506.
Ibid.
16
Brinkmann, 18.
17
Schwarz, 507.
18
Wederquist, Marsha Jones, “The Brahms, Schumann, and Joachim Violin Concerti: An Analysis
of Relationships.” (M.M. thesis., University of Wyoming, 1961), 71.
19
Swalin, 128.
15

13

The premiere of the Violin Concerto could hardly be considered an immediate
success. The disappointment caused Brahms to withdraw from conducting the Vienna
concert, entrusting the baton to Hellmesberger (much to the displeasure of Joachim). It
was Hellmesberger who called the Concerto “not for but against the violin.”
Nevertheless, “[Brahms] was unperturbed and was pleased with Joachim’s
performance.” 20 Prominent contemporaries of Brahms expressed reservations about the
Concerto, especially in regard to the relationship of the solo line to the orchestra. The
great conductor von Büllow, one of Brahms’s close musical friends, compared Brahms’s
Violin Concerto with Max Bruch’s G minor Concerto. Büllow said that Bruch had
written a concerto for the violin while Brahms wrote a concerto against the violin, 21
echoing Hellmesberger. Other musicians of the time perceived the Concerto similarly.
Copies of the Concerto were sent to Pablo de Sarasate and Emile Sauret who both
expressed their disapproval. Sarasate, though fond of Brahms’s string quartets, thought
the Concerto too “symphonic.” 22
On May 13, 1879, Joachim made further corrections to the solo part which were
accepted by Brahms. Finally, Brahms alone corrected the final proofs of the orchestral
score and the Concerto was published in October 1879 with its dedication to Joseph
Joachim. 23

20

Schwarz, 508.
Donald Francis Tovey, Essays in Musical Analysis, vol. 3 (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1948) 126.
22
Schwarz, 525.
23
Schwarz, 511.
21
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III. MODERN VIEW OF BRAHMS AS A COMPOSER

Brahms was often compared to Beethoven. In 1880, Louis Köhler said that
“Brahms would never rise above epigonal status; without spiritual qualities he could be
‘no kind of Beethoven.’” In 1918, Paul Bekker wrote that Brahms was essentially a
composer of chamber music, an idea also suggested by Wagner in 1879. For Bekker,
Brahms possessed a bourgeois mentality in marked contrast to the nobility of Beethoven.
Bekker found in Brahms’s symphonies nothing more than “monumentalized chamber
music.” 24
Years later, Theodor Adorno and Carl Dalhaus inverted the Wagner-Bekker
characterization of a defect into a virtue. 25 “The chamber-music qualities of Brahms’s
symphonic music were now deemed to be the most forward-looking aspect of his
work.” 26 Adorno anticipated a better-known articulation of this view of Brahms; the
famous article written by Schoenberg in 1933 titled “Brahms the Progressive.” The
article was written for a radio show celebrating the Brahms centenary and was revised in
1947. Schoenberg comments on the richness of Brahms’s harmonic language and his
ability to spin themes, sections, or entire compositions from a few small motives. The
concepts presented in this article paved the way for the unrestricted musical language of
the 20th century. 27

24

The information and citations in this paragraph are taken from George S. Bozarth, and Walter
Frisch, 189.
25
Ibid., 190.
26
Ibid.
27
Ibid.
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More than half a century has passed since the publication of Schoenberg’s article
“Brahms the Progressive” in 1950. It would seem that Brahms’s tremendous influence on
musical composition is now taken for granted. His works continue to be performed and
recorded worldwide and the special combination of beauty and integrity in Brahms’s
music continues to exert considerable appeal in a postmodern age. 28

28

Ibid.
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IV. THE VIOLIN CONCERTO AND THE SECOND SYMPHONY:
EMOTIONAL CONNECTIONS AND COMMON MOODS

As mentioned earlier, both the Violin Concerto and the Second Symphony were
written within a relatively short span of time, a marked contrast to the fourteen years
Brahms took to compose the First Symphony. Why the sudden flood of creativity? The
answer, I believe, is related to his state of mind at the time. After completing the First
Symphony, Brahms no doubt felt relieved that his fourteen-year struggle was over and
almost immediately, he composed the Second Symphony in only four months.
The general moods of the Violin Concerto and the Second Symphony are
remarkably similar. Brinkmann, in Late Idyll: The Second Symphony of Johannes
Brahms, notes that Brahms was surrounded by nature and away from the city at the time
he composed the Second Symphony:
Johannes Brahms composed his Second Symphony within just four months
between June and October 1877, during this summer stay in Pörtschach on the
Wörthersee and his subsequent visit to Lichtental near Baden-Baden—hence
chiefly in the country, and at all events away from Vienna. 29
Later, Brinkmann refers to the Violin Concerto as “[the Second Symphony’s] Pörtschachborn cousin.” 30 Florence May refers to a “refreshment of change” in Brahms about the
time the Second Symphony was finished. 31 She also writes about a trip Brahms took to
Italy with his friend Billroth, during the spring of 1878:

29

Brinkmann, 16.
Ibid., 19.
31
Florence May, The Life of Brahms, vol. 2 (London: Edward Arnold, 1905), 165.
30
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[On this trip to Italy] made in April, in Billroth’s company, [Brahms] stayed in
Rome, Naples, and Sicily, …. Neither of his Italian tours was associated with a
musical purpose; they were undertaken solely for the refreshment of body and
mind by a holiday ramble amidst beauties of nature and art, to which his
temperament made him peculiarly sensitive, and amongst people whose naturel
was congenial to him. 32
The completion of the Second Symphony, the trip to Italy during the early spring of
1878, and the time he spent in Pörtschach, clearly “refreshed” his spirits and this likely
helped determine the optimistic character found in the Violin Concerto.
Many composers select particular keys in order to depict feelings, emotions and
personal impressions in their music. Harrison writes:
[W]e must not disregard an aesthetical matter of the utmost importance to every
composer, for on it, more than all else, depends the general character and quality
of the music being composed. This matter is the wide choice of tonalities
available to every composer for the precise and colorful representation of all he
desires to express.” 33
Although Harrison’s assertions are subjective, the choice of key is, in fact, employed as a
means of expression. According to Harrison, Brahms was very “key-conscious and . . . no
music could have been written by him that was not actuated, in its primary impulse, by an
instinctive feeling for some particular pitch.” 34 By extension, Brahms would have the
same instinctive feelings about a certain tonality. The choice of D major for both the
Second Symphony and the Violin Concerto, demonstrates an emotional connection
between the two.
The 2/4 meter sections of the third movements in the Violin Concerto and the
Second Symphony have the alla Zingarese spirit, sometimes called the style hongrois.
32

Ibid., 169.
Julius Harrison, Brahms and His FourSymphonies (New York: Da Capo Press, 1971), 35.
34
Ibid.
33
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The translations of these terms are different. Alla Zingarese means in the “Gypsy
Manner” (term mostly associated with the violin virtuosos of the 19th century). 35 Style
hongrois is translated in the “Hungarian Manner.” However, both terms are used
interchangeably. Some authors refer to “Bohemian” to describe the same compositional
style. 36 Jonathan Bellman in his book The Style Hongrois in the Music of Western Europe
defines the term with more precision: “The style hongrois (literally, “Hungarian style”)
refers to the specific musical language used by Western composers from the mideighteenth to the twentieth centuries to evoke the performance of Hungarian
Gypsies…style hongrois has long meant the Hungarian-Gypsy writing of Haydn,
Schubert, Lizt, [Brahms], and others[.]” 37
Brahms evokes the style hongrois in the 2/4 sections of the third movements in
the Symphony and the Concerto by emphasizing strong off-beat accents. The most
common rhythms employed by Brahms in these two pieces are shown in example 1.
Example 2, starting in measure, 33 illustrates this characteristic in the Second Symphony.
Here, because of the tempo relation (the previous quarter-note becomes a half-note), we
perceive a shift of meter from triple to duple. Example 3, shows the same feature in the
Violin Concerto (note the accent in measure 3).

35

The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. Stanley Sadie and John Tyrell, 2 ed.,
(London: Macmillan, 2001), “Zingarese, alla.”
36
Brinkmann, 163.
37
Jonathan Bellman, The Style Hongrois in the Music of Western Europe, (Boston: Northeastern
University Press, 1993), 11.
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Example 1

The 2/4 sections contrast with the lyrical quality of the 3/4 sections in the third
movements of the Violin Concerto and the Second Symphony. The beginning in the third
movement of the Second Symphony starts with a 3/4 marked Allegretto grazioso (Quasi
Andantino). At measure 33, the music shifts to a Presto ma non assai in 2/4 (see example
2). In measure 101 (see example 4) Brahms reverts the process. Here he subtly reinstates
the triple meter, but withholds the accented grace note figure until measure 107. In
measure 107, the music returns to the unhurried 3/4 meter marked Tempo primo (see
example 4).
Example 2
Brahms. Second Symphony. Third movement. Measures 1-41

20

21

22

Example 3
Brahms. Violin Concerto. Movement 3. Measures 1-5

23

Example 4
Brahms. Second Symphony. Third movement. Measures 94-116

1

2

3

1

2

3
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A similar feature is found in the Violin Concerto. The third movement of the
Concerto starts in 2/4 (see example 3). A meter change occurs at measure 120 (see
example 5) at which point the violin presents a new theme in 3/4 with a very lyrical
quality. Four measures later, in measure 124, the music is in 2/4 for another four
measures (these four measures recall the opening measures of the movement with its
strong rhythmical characteristic). In measure 128, the lyrical theme in 3/4 reappears, but
then becomes more dramatic towards measure 139. Measure 139 is still in 3/4, but
because of the treatment of the hemiola, a 2/4 feeling begins in measure 139 (see example
5). The notation of the music returns to 2/4 at measure 143.
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Example 5
Brahms. Violin Concerto. Movement 3. Measures 112-144

1st meter
change

26

Short return to
2/4

27

Beginning of the hemiola

Return to 2/4

28

V. MOTIVIC AND HARMONIC RELATIONSHIPS

The motive showed in example 6 outlines a harmonic feature occurring in both
the Violin Concerto and the Second Symphony. This rhythmic shape is found in
measures 78 and 79 in the Violin Concerto (see example 10) as well as in measures 118
and 119 in the Second Symphony (see example 7). In the Symphony, Brahms does not
write a quarter-note rest on the third beat of 119. In addition, he ties over the barline to
yield an intense rhythmic profile. Still, the motive in both pieces, presents enough
similarities to consider them related to each other.

Example 6

In the first movement of the Second Symphony, at measure 78, is a four-measure
transition leading to the second theme of the first movement that begins in measure 82
(see example 8). 38 This passage in F sharp minor at measure 82 is part of a long harmonic
progression towards A major in a progression: vi (m.82)-V (m.118)-I (m.127). F sharp
minor is a common chord to both D major (iii) and A major (vi). The V of A major is
outlined by Brahms at measure 118 (see example 7) with the rhythmic motive in example
10. The four-measure transition leading to measure 118 utilizes musical material heard
38

Brinkmann, 69.
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previously at measure 78 in the Symphony (see example 8). Brahms writes an augmented
sixth chord in the last two beats of 117 to highlight this important arrival (see example
9). 39 This extended dominant (the V of A major) lasts for nine measures and leads to the
perfect authentic cadence in measure 127 (see example 7).
Example 7
a) Brahms. Symphony No. 2. Movement 1. Measures 115-130

39

Carl Schachter, “The First Movement of Brahms’s Second Symphony: The Opening Theme and
Its Consequences,” Music Analysis 2, no. 1 (1983): 62, 55-68. See the discussion on the tonal plan of the
first movement of Brahms’s Second Symphony. Schachter considers this arrival on A major and the V of A
major important events in the exposition of the first movement in the Second Symphony.
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Perfect authentic cadence in A major

Example 8
Brahms. Symphony No. 2. Movement 1. Measures 73-83.

Beginning of the second theme

31

Example 9
Brahms. Symphony No. 2. Movement 1. Measures 114-118.

Augmented sixth chord

The same dominant chord correspondence of this rhythmic motive is found in the
Violin Concerto. This rhythmic motive at measure 78 in the Violin Concerto is as strong
in character as in measure 118 in the Second Symphony. The appearance of this motive at
measure 78 marks the beginning of a dominant area that resolves to the tonic at the violin
entrance in measure 90 (see example 10).

32

Example 10
Brahms. Violin Concerto. Movement 1. Measures 78-105

33

First solo entrance. Arrival to the tonic

34

Although the two passages studied above are placed at different points in the
sonata form of each piece, there is a structural resemblance. Kofi Agawu in his article
“Formal Perspectives on the Symphonies” analyses the first movement of the Second
Symphony between measures 118 and 156:
Although it feels a shade premature, the arrival of the first of the exposition’s two
cadences themes in bar 118-27 [example 7] brings a stability unprecedented in the
movement [this is the arrival to the V of A major prepared by the augmented
chord discussed in my analysis]. Its two phrases, five and six bars long
respectively, cadence decisively in the dominant key [A major]. If the second
subject left us with a sense of ambivalence about its tonal orientation, this cadence
theme rebukes the doubting listener. A second cadence theme (bars 127-31) at
first reinforces the sense of the new key, A major, before serving as a jumping-off
point for an enormous phrase expansion based on an off-beat rhythmic pattern
[example 14]. What should have been a classical cadence in which the ‘dominant

35

of the dominant’ leads to the dominant and eventually to the tonic (here, bars 1525, A major) is undercut in bar 155 by a resolution to a first inversion rather than a
root-position A major chord. Then, as if to make another bid for closure, the
second subject is restated (bars 156ff.)[example 11]. This time tonal ambivalence
is redirected to lead to a proper cadence in A major. 40
Agawu gives importance to the arrival at 118 (in my analysis, the motive in example 10
is associated with the dominant of A major). He states that the cadence at 127 establishes
the new key but at the same time serves as a “jumping-off point” for a very long phrase
expansion that leads to a “proper cadence in A major” at bar 156. At this point, the
second theme, previously in F minor, is now in A major, in Agawu’s opinion, a more
stable key.
A similar structure to the one described by Agawu is found in the Violin
Concerto. Measure 118 in the Symphony would be analogous to measure 78 in the Violin
Concerto. Here, the V of the tonic is outlined by Brahms at measure 78 with the rhythmic
figure previously seen in example 6. The resolution to the tonic occurs in measure 90
with the entrance of the violin solo (see example 10). As in measure 127 of the Second
Symphony, this arrival in D minor in the Violin Concerto at measure 90 establishes the
tonic. In the Violin Concerto Brahms writes a D pedal in the orchestra (see examples 10
from measures 90-105). This tonic serves as the “jumping-off” point to a lengthy episode
that leads to a “proper cadence” in the actual tonic of the piece, D major, at measure 136
(see example 12). At this point, the first theme in the solo exposition is heard for the first
time, and this is analogous to measure 156 in the first movement of the Second
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Symphony, where melodic material of the second theme is finally heard in A major
(example 11).
Example 11
Brahms. Second Symphony. Movement 1. Measures.124-160
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Second theme in A major
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Example 12
Brahms. Violin Concerto. Movement 1. Measures 121-139
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First theme in D major

41

VI. CONCLUSION

As a violinist, I have had the opportunity to play much of Brahms’s instrumental
music. I always felt a great affinity for this composer, and in particular for his
symphonies and his violin music. This love motivated this project.
I was always struck by the similarity between the Violin Concerto and the Second
Symphony. George Bozarth and Walter Frisch in their article in The New Grove
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 41 as well as Michael Musgrave in The Music of
Brahms, 42 briefly mention some similarities between the Violin Concerto and the Second
Symphony. This led me to take an in depth look at these two works in order to find the
specific musical features that made this so.
This paper dealt with some of the similarities between the Violin Concerto,
Op. 77 and the Second Symphony, Op. 73 sensed from a performer’s point of view. The
proximity in the dates of composition of Brahms’s Violin Concerto and the Second
Symphony was an important aspect taken into consideration when selecting these two
works. Although this paper contains some musicological research, most of the
observations presented here stem from my own experience as a performer of the music of
Brahms.
To my knowledge, this project is the first comparison between the Violin
Concerto and the Second Symphony by Brahms. Conducting research for this document,
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I found no work in the written literature about Brahms that studied these two pieces
together in detail. I hope that the results of this study will encourage other scholars,
musicologists in particular, to expand on the few but important observations presented
here.
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APPENDIX
THE UNCONSCIOUS MECHANISM AND ERNEST NEWMAN:
THE STUDY OF THE CREATIVE PROCESS THROUGH COMPARATIVE
ANALYSIS
My interest in this project largely stems from concepts presented in Ernest
Newman’s book, The Unconscious Beethoven: An Essay in Musical Psychology written
in 1927. In this controversial volume, Newman steps well outside the traditional
parameters of musical analysis and attempts to examine the particular musical elements
of a score while taking into account psychological aspects influencing a composer’s life.
Newman was interested in the Gestalt of artistic creation and sought to demonstrate how
the mind of a composer is revealed through a musical score. It was a new way to look at
music, and strongly influenced by Freudian theory. However, relating psychological
phenomena to musical composition, as proposed by Newman, proved to be beyond the
scope of this paper. Nonetheless, Newman's approach to musical analysis has much merit
and is a refreshing change from the reductionist thinking so prevalent today. The subject
is an interesting one and therefore I have included this appendix with considerations for
further research in this area.
Comparative studies lead to a deeper understanding of a composer’s work. As we
uncover information about a composer and the circumstances of his life, inevitably
questions pertaining to the creative process arise. What, afterall, is the mental process that
allows a composer to produce works that share similarities, but at the same time exist as
unique masterpieces?
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Leonard Duck writes: “[Trying to connect] the general theory of mind to the
particular case of musical composition, it is logical to suppose that there exist, outside the
normal reach of consciousness, a network of combinations and permutations of musical
tones, from which some mechanism unknown to us and beyond the composer’s control
will under favorable conditions ‘throw up’ to the level of consciousness more or less
complete themes, phrases and linked ideas.”43 This statement, written in 1953, represents
an important attempt to understand the creative process.
What is the role of the unconscious in music? In psychology, the concept of the
unconscious is complex. Duck writes: “It must be emphasized that the only facts about
the mind that can be proved are simple physiological ones relating to neurons and
tissues.” 44 And yet, it is difficult to deny that the unconscious is a major factor in the
creative process. The role of the unconscious mind in the creative process cannot be
“scientifically” proved. Nonetheless, is a subject worthy of further consideration.
All composers include musical elements from other works in their compositions.
Brahms is no exception. An acquaintance pointed out to Brahms the similarity between
his First Piano Sonata and Beethoven’s Hammerklavier Sonata. Brahms answered: “Das
bemerkt ja schon jeder Esel” (every jackass notices that). 45 Clara Schumann mentioned to
Brahms the resemblance between the Manfred Overture and the First Symphony, as
quoted in Brodbeck’s book:
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I remember from a conversation with Frau Schumann how she, for her part,
evaluated the first movement of the first movement [of the First Symphony]. She
found little outstanding about the ideas of the first part of the Allegro; only with
the so-called development in the second part was the music thrilling and
significant. Moreover, in the second subject she discovered a reminiscence of
Schumann’s Manfred Overture. She explained that when she expressed this to
him one day, Brahms retorted with irritation: “Yes, I know, of course, that I have
no individuality” [“Ja, ich weiss ja, dass ich keine Individualität habe.”] 46
Brahms’s response to Clara Schumann acknowledges the influence of the Manfred
Overture in his First Symphony.
In Newman’s view, it is quite possible that the similarities between Manfred
Overture and the First Symphony may have been unconscious. As a composer begins a
piece of music, ideas take their own course, the result of a subconscious force to which
Newman refers in the following quote:
[E]veryone whose daily business is with literature or art knows that nowhere in
the whole domain of human psychology is the old problem of free will and
predestination more baffling than here. Undoubtedly we shape, or fancy we shape,
our ideas into the forms we desire; but as undoubtedly the ideas have a life of
their own. It is a common experience for a writer, after having given a projected
article a certain title and developed his subject, as he thinks, along the line he
intended when he began, to find, after he has proceeded a little way, that the
article has taken quite another line. This is not due to slackness of attention, to
mere wandering of thought; it proceeds from the fact that at some point or other a
section of the original idea has developed a life of its own in the subconscious,
and has from that point onwards taken control of affairs unknown to the writer. If
the divagation were due to mere failure of cohesion in the thinking, the article
would not hang together at the end as it does. The truth is that another, a
subconscious, line of logic has substituted itself for the line that the writer thought
conscious and under his control; and all that he has to do ultimately is to accept
the new situation. He began by writing out a title and intending to develop the
subject suggested by it; he ends by having another subject subconsciously
developed for him, and nothing remains to be done but to cross out the original
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title and write in another. These subconscious or unconscious processes go on in
all artist[.] 47
In Julius Harrison’s book, Brahms and his Four Symphonies, a possible
connection is drawn between the theme in the last movement of Brahms’s First
Symphony and the opening bar of the Second Symphony. Harrison writes: “Whether the
relationship between the great theme in the finale of the First Symphony, with its C,B,C
three note variants, and the opening bar of the Second Symphony is other than accidental
cannot, of course, be determined.” 48 He speculates that because Brahms spent nearly
twenty years on the First Symphony, he was obsessed with the material and could not
escape it in the short time span between the First and the Second Symphony. 49 In an
effort to explore the relationship between these symphonies by Brahms, Harrison
explores the creative process, much like Newman does in his book. In fact, he quotes
Newman in the chapter about the Second Symphony.
Ernest Newman was one of the first scholars to explore the creative process.
Perhaps due to his work as a music critic, Newman’s approach goes well beyond the
parameters of traditional musicology. In The Unconscious Beethoven: An Essay in
Musical Psychology, his musical analysis includes psychological aspects of the artistic
mind. He writes: “Beethoven’s slow movements show him to be obsessed by a certain
little figure from his earliest days to his latest − a figure of three ascending notes in
conjunct motion, that generally come in about the same place relatively to the melodic
design as a whole, and are unconsciously used to perform the same expressive function.”
47
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After giving a number of examples in an attempt to prove his three-note fingerprint
concept, Newman explains the psychological cause of Beethoven’s obsession:
Examples enough have been given, I think, to show the reality of this obsession of
Beethoven’s. That some of them have no particular expressive significance is a
further proof of the persistence of the little formula; when once he settled down to
write a slow movement he could hardly escape from it. But for the most part he
used it unconsciously as the culminating point in the expression of a musical idea
that had associations of uplift, of tension, of yearning towards a height, of soaring
resolution. Not, of course, that he would ever formulate to himself any such
verbal equivalents of the idea. But the musical imagination does not work in a
watertight compartment; all the faculties of the mind correspond with each other,
and much more frequent than the cases of deliberate pictorial or poetic imitation
in music are the cases in which the composer’s musical idea has been influenced
by an external association that lies too deep down in his subconsciousness for
even himself to be aware of it. 50
Newman believed that the imagination of a composer is so influenced by his
subconscious mind that the composer himself is hardly aware of it.
In a book review that appeared in The Musical Times in 1969, Eric Sams notes the
importance of Newman’s The Unconscious Beethoven:
The idiosyncrasies [of Ernest Newman] may be thought rewarding as well as
revealing. Plainly Ernest Newman on Beethoven is no scholarly Emily Anderson,
no intellectual J.N. Sullivan. He offers instead what has been called his
‘emotional disposition to music’ in a genre which has been called the adventures
of the soul among masterpieces… He writes like a creative artist… No doubt too
the little fingerprint here recorded from all angles (obtuse as well as acute) is
evidence which could prove helpful in apprehending the music. Moreover the idea
itself is arresting, and anticipates much modern detective work. 51
Sams finds potential in Newman’s ideas. Newman’s ideas are innovative, exploring the
dark realms from which creative inspiration surfaces.
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In the 1970 edition of The Unconscious Beethoven, Irving Kolodin analyzes
Newman’s theory in its historical context:
It is in the second edition of this book, with its insights, observations, and
suggestive comments on the works themselves, that Newman performed his most
memorable, enduring service. For here he explored the fundamental nature of
music: how it come into being, grows, thrives almost without volitional
participation by the composer himself, like some consuming parasite in the body
of a host. In ascribing to the “unconscious Beethoven” certain of the phenomena
he isolated and exposed, Newman was putting to pertinent use a terminology
more challenging in 1927, when Freudian allusions were newer, than it is now.
But the connotation remains as meaningful as ever. That is, there are areas
of artistic expression which are not wholly within the conscious control of the
creator but which bear a vivid and sometimes dominant part in the shaping of the
results. 52
In “Brahms the Progressive,” Schoenberg acknowledged a subconscious element
at work in the mind of a composer. He writes: “it would look like a high accomplishment
of intellectual gymnastic if all this had been ‘constructed’ prior to inspired composing.
But men who know the power of inspiration, and how it can produce combinations no
one can foresee, also know that [motivic developments like these], in the great majority
of cases, [come from] inspired spontaneity.” 53 In a similar thought Newman said: “for
some reason or other connected no doubt with the nature of the material in which the
musician works, the composer is specially given to the unconscious repetition of the same
formulæ.” 54 Clearly, both Newman and Schoenberg agree that there are subconscious
aspects to the creative process and that elements of the process, such as the repetition of
formulas, are largely beyond the conscious control of the composer. For Newman,
formulas form the essence of the composer’s style. He writes: “After some twenty years’
52
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research in this field, I have come to the conclusion that the idiom of each composer can
be shown to be based on quite a few formulæ, personal to that composer ― of which the
man himself is utterly unconscious.” 55
Robert Pascall defines “style” in the New Grove Dictionary thus: “For the
historian, style is a distinguishing and ordering concept, both consistent of and denoting
generalities; [the historian] groups examples of music according to similarities between
them. 56 Generalities and repeated features define the style of a composer. One can
conclude that style is largely the result of the “unconscious mechanism” at work behind
the scenes in the depths of the subconscious.
The concepts of an intelligent man like Newman should be valued and explored.
His ideas could be of worth if we, as receptive readers, on guard against misconceptions,
would see that he opened a new door for musical analysis. Unfortunately, music
psychology has not emphasized study of creative process:
Music psychology of the late 20th century focused on four main topics: (a) the
cognitive representation of pitch and rhythm (and the emergent properties of
harmony and melody); (b) the development of musical competence and skill; (c)
processes underlying musical performance; and (d) the affective processes
associated with music listening (e.g. preference, emotion). Almost all this work
has been directed towards the music of the Western tonal tradition, with particular
concentration on the period from Bach onwards. 57
John Sloboda states that “since the 1960s the dominant force shaping
psychological investigations into music has undoubtedly been cognitive psychology.”
55
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[The preoccupation] of cognitive psychologists [has been] with perception and
representation of complex inputs (such as language; see Neisser, 1967), so the
vast bulk of music psychology research of the late 20th century was concerned
with the psychological processes underlying hearing, perception and memory for
music (following the seminal lead of, for instance, Deutsch, 1982). The reasons
for this are complex (see Sloboda, 1988) but include the scientific wish to control
as many aspects as possible of an experimental situation. Performance studies
must loosen these controls, studies of composition must almost abandon them. 58
Because of the difficulty in controlling all aspects in an experimental situation, music
psychology after 1960 rarely, if at all, deals with the creative process in artists. At the
same time, “[research in music psychology] has yielded immense dividends at the level
of notes, chords and phrases, but very little at the level of complete works.” 59
The psychological aspects of the creative process are as complex as the technical
ones, if not or more so. Psychological elements are inextricably intertwined into the
creative process. Common musical traits, such as motives, themes, compositional
techniques and orchestration, are the door to the composer’s mind as revealed through his
music.
The concept of the unconscious mechanism or any discussion about the creative
process is less controversial today than it was in 1927, when Newman wrote his book. I
agree with Kolodin who wrote in 1970: “[to be still thinking about Newman’s ideas] is to
affirm the durability and pertinence of the observations and conclusions that Newman put
into circulation more than forty years ago.” 60 The role of the unconscious in the creative
process is an area of endeavor deserving of future study.
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